1. Introduction

The ocular endoscopy is available to the ophthalmology since the early 90’s, however, until now there has not been consolidated as an essential tool to the world’s ophthalmology (Uram, 1992b). The intraocular view is usually possible through adequate light and lens devices, due to the transparency of the part. These tools are practical and they may be also economical; in the cases which the cornea, anterior chamber, crystalline and vitreous are confusing the transparency, the ophthalmology has other resources using ultrasound and x-ray devices which enable the insight of the intraocular problems.

Nowadays the ocular endoscopy is an important resource to ophthalmology practice. Besides the sporadic use of it to the intraocular visualization, there are two other procedures in which it is essential: (a) In glaucoma surgery, Endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation (ECP) (Chen et al., 1997; Lima, 2000; Uram, 1992a; Lima, 1997). (b) In the implantation of intraocular lenses (IOL) in eyes without a capsular support (Scleral fixation) (Carvalho et al., 1996).

2. Glaucoma surgery using endoscopy: The Carvalho-Lima technique

The Glaucoma is an illness of the optical nerve which is irreversible and the intraocular pressure (IOP) is the most frequent cause of it. The primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is far the most common type of glaucoma in clinical practice, initially being treated with eye drops. For the cases in which the glaucoma surgery is indicated there are mainly two approaches:

One of them which is classical in all the world is the trying to increase the drainage of aqueous flow, the so called filtering surgeries. The main complications associated with filtering surgeries are due either to scaring process or overfiltration.

The other surgical approach to treat glaucoma is based on diminishing the aqueous production, and have the IOP reduced. Those are the cyclodestructive procedures. These procedures were usually performed by a transscleral route, either by freezing the ciliary body (cyclocryotherapy) or by coagulating the ciliary body with a laser source. Because the surgeon is not able to see the targets being treated, adjacent tissues may be damaged during...
this process, which may contribute to a relatively high rate of complications, such as pain, visual acuity reduction, inflammation, hypotony and *phthisis bulbi*.

Recently, a new device (Fig. 1) that combines a laser source (Uram, 1992b), endoscopic probe (Fig. 2) and an illumination beam in the same probe has been developed. This instrument has the unique ability of simultaneous visualization and treatment of the ciliary body through a pars plana or anterior segment approach, or even combined with a cataract extraction. Additionally, some authors (Chen et al., 1997; Lima, 2000; Uram, 1992a; Lima, 1997) have demonstrated the safety and efficacy of the endocyclophotocoagulation (ECP) for treatment of refractory glaucoma.

![Fig. 1. Ocular endoscopy device; LASER (MicroProbe, ENDOOPTIKS, Little Silver, NJ, USA).](image1)

The ECP was done with a commercially available device (MicroProbe, ENDOOPTIKS, Little Silver, NJ, USA) with an endoscope with a 110-degree field of view and a focal distance of 2mm, camera and an 810 nm wavelength diode laser source with maximum power of 1.2W. In most of the cases the laser power used is 0.5W, continuous mode for approximately 2 seconds to produce both whitening and shrinkage of the ciliary processes. Laser power and/or duration is decreased if a “pop” is heard.

![Fig. 2. The ECP probe showing its layers of optic fiber responsible for the light, videoendoscopy and LASER.](image2)
In phakic eyes the Carvalho-Lima’s technique is indicated. Carvalho-Lima’s technique consists of phacoemulsification combined with ECP. ECP is accomplished through the bag and before the intraocular lens implantation (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Photocoagulation of the most bulging part of the ciliary process.

External scleral depression is performed to facilitate the photocoagulation of the entire ciliary process, including the valleys between the the crests of the pars plicata and the anterior third of the pars plana. Additionally, external scleral depression is useful to guide the surgeon on how much of the ciliary process has been photocoagulated. This technique won a prize in the movies festival of ASCRS in 1999 (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. Photocoagulation of the tail of the ciliary process with scleral depression.

In pseudophakic eyes the procedure is performed by a superior temporal pars plana incision, 3.5mm from the limbus after anterior vitrectomy.

In all eyes ECP is done to 210° of the ciliary body, corresponding to 2 to 9 hours in the right eye and from 3 to 10 hours in the left eye, including the anterior third of the pars plana. Subconjunctival injection of tobramycin and dexamethasone is performed after each procedure. Additionally, 0.1 ml of dexamethasone was injected in the anterior chamber. Topical antibiotics, corticosteroids and atropine were prescribed post-operatively and tapered as the intraocular inflammation decreased.
It is has been observed that when the laser was used in the pars plana just behind the ciliary processes the hypotensive effect was greater. Would pars plana also be a secretor of aqueous? An experimental work done by Dr Durval M. Carvalho JR, MD (Carvalho Jr, 2002) in 2002 was to make it clear most of our doubts. The photocoagulation caused by the ECP causes three different tissue reactions, which varies according to the region of the ciliary body (Fig. 5 and 6), the intensity and time exposed to the laser. The first reaction observed is the whitening of the surface and if the laser exposition continues there is a shrinkage of the ciliary process. If the exposition is excessive, the energy is stored inside the ciliary process and it causes its explosion, emitting a short sound, possible to be heard (pop). The pop indicates overtreatment and is associated with hemorrhage, pigment dispersion and inflammatory reaction. Even though the explosion guarantees the destruction of the ciliary process, it must be avoided so as to cause less side effects.

![Fig. 5. Photocoagulation of the pars plana.](image)

![Fig. 6. Photocoagulation of the pars plicata.](image)

In an experimental study (Carvalho Jr, 2002) evaluated the effect of the ECP in the different parts of the ciliary body in rabbit eyes. In the hystopathological analyses (Fig. 7) it was observed an indirect effect of the laser in the microcirculation of the ciliary body and not only the direct lesion to the epithelium. One of the most elucidative founds was the presence
of vascular congestion of all the ciliary process when only the pars plana was photocoagulated suggesting strong suspect of a coagulative trombosis caused by the laser (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7. Histopathological photograph of a ciliary process of the eye of a rabbit without structure alterations.

Fig. 8. Ciliary process enlarged with a vascular congestion after recent photocoagulation of the pars plana region.

So these findings may explain in part the variation of results according to the extension to be treated. The applications only in the part of the head (anterior) of the ciliary process can not achieve all the venule arcades, justifying this way an effect bellow the expected, and also explain the eyes treated 360° not to evolve to a bulbar atrophy. On the other hand the treatment only of the pars plana region reaches a higher hypotensor effect, justifying some cases of transcleral cyclophotocoagulation being effective achieving only the pars plana region. The practical application of this found comes to help with the interest of treating a shorter extension of the ciliary body and obtain higher effectivity reducing the IOP, reducing the risk of complications such as the bulbar atrophy. For this the application must be selective and assisted where the endoscopy showed superior itself, although this is an invasive procedure.
Lima and other authors, (Lima et al., 1997; Lima et al., 2004) obtained a clinical evidence in cases of refractory glaucoma treated by ECP, being photocoagulated all the ciliary process including its most posterior portion with the help of a scleral depression in a shorter extension. The reduction of the IOP to acceptable levels and its maintenance as time passes, and also the shorter risk of hypotony and bulbar atrophy has increased the confidence in the technique, that seems to be successful to other indications and not only as the last option.

Beyond the treatment of glaucoma and cataract combined, the main indications to ECP are:
- Eyes submitted to, at least, a filtration surgery with antimetabolites;
- As a primary procedure in eyes with glaucoma associated to a penetrating keratoplasty;
- As a primary procedure in neovascular glaucoma;
- Eyes submitted to drainage implant surgery;
- Eyes with the conjunctive attached and healed after the cataract surgery, retin surgeries, burn, traumas, etc.;
- Eyes with a congenital glaucoma after goniotomy and or trabeculotomy and a trabeculectomy.

Lima and other authors (Lima et al., 2004) have developed a prospective study to compare endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation (ECP) and the Ahmed drainage implant in the treatment of refractory glaucoma.

Sixty-eight eyes of 68 patients with refractory glaucoma were prospectively assigned to either ECP or Ahmed tube shunt implantation. All procedures were performed by a single surgeon. Eyes that were included were pseudophakic with a history of at least one trabeculectomy with antimetabolite, an intraocular pressure (IOP) equal to or above 35 mmHg on maximum tolerated medical therapy, and a visual acuity better than light perception.

Exclusion criteria included eyes that had had previous glaucoma drainage device implantation or a cyclodestructive procedure. Success was defined as an IOP more than 6 mmHg and less than 21 mmHg, with or without topical anti-hypertensive therapy.

The mean follow-up was 19.82 ± 8.35 months and 21.29 ± 6.42 months, for the Ahmed and ECP groups, respectively (p = 0.4). The pre-operative IOP, 41.32 ± 3.03 mmHg (Ahmed) and 41.61 ± 3.42 mmHg (ECP) (p = 0.5), and the mean post-operative IOP, at 24 months follow-up, 14.73 ± 6.44 mmHg (Ahmed) and 14.07 ± 7.21 mmHg (ECP) (p = 0.7), were significantly different from baseline in both groups (p<0.001). Kaplan-Meier survival curve analysis showed a probability of success at 24 months of 70.59% and 73.53% for the Ahmed and ECP groups respectively (p = 0.7).

Complications included choroidal detachment (Ahmed 17.64%, ECP 2.94%), shallow anterior chamber (Ahmed 17.64%, ECP 0.0%) and hyphema (Ahmed 14.7%, ECP 17.64%).

In conclusion there was no difference in the success rate between the Ahmed Glaucoma Valve and ECP in refractory glaucoma. The eyes that underwent Ahmed tube shunt implantation had more complications than those treated with ECP.

A recent study (Lima et al., 2010) was designed to evaluate the safety and efficacy of phacoemulsification and endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation (ECP) as a primary surgical treatment for glaucoma and cataract.

Three hundred sixty-eight eyes from 243 patients with primary open-angle glaucoma and cataract that underwent an uncomplicated surgery from October 1998 to December 2006 with at least 2 years of follow-up were retrospectively enrolled. The patients were excluded if presented with a previous ocular history of any intraocular surgery or glaucoma laser treatment. Qualified success was defined as 5 mmHg < intraocular pressure (IOP) < 21 mmHg with or without topical antiglaucomatous drugs, and complete success as the same.
IOP levels without therapy at all timepoints. Additionally, the needed of any further glaucoma surgery was defined as failure.

The mean follow-up was 35.15 ± 8.14 months. The IOP pre-operatively (23.07 ± 5.52 mmHg) was significantly greater than in the first day post-operatively (13.14 ± 6.09 mmHg), and months 1 (11.03 ± 2.59 mmHg), 6 (12.33 ± 3.01 mmHg), 12 (12.19 ± 2.19 mmHg), 24 (12.14 ± 2.89 mmHg) and in the last appointment (12.29 ± 2.44 mmHg) (p < 0.001 in all timepoints).

The number of medications pre-operatively (1.44 ± 0.97) decreased (0.37 ± 0.74) (p < 0.001). Furthermore, there was significantly improvement in the LogMar visual acuity (p = 0.01).

334 (90.76%) eyes achieved qualified success, and 205 (55.7%), complete success.

Complications included immediate post-operative IOP spike 14.4% (53/368), post-operative fibrin exudates in anterior chamber 7.06% (26/368), cystoid macular edema 4.34% (16/368), transitory hypotony 2.17% (8/368), iris bombé 1.08% (4/368).

Phacoemulsification associated with Endoscopic Cyclophotocoagulation is safe and effective as a primary procedure for combined glaucoma and cataract.

There is no gold standard for surgical treatment of glaucoma. All the available techniques are unpredictable as far as the results and complications. Because of the direct approach to the ciliary body, the endoscopic cyclophotocoagulation (ECP) may be a reasonable option in these eyes.

3. Endoscopy in scleral fixation

In the past, cataract surgery just removed the opacified natural lens, living the patient without any substitute lens (aphakia), forced wear glasses with a very high degree. The history began to change in the war of 1945 when fragments of a transparent substance from the airplanes got incrusted in the eye of one of the pilots and it did not caused any reaction; based on this Dr. Nicholas Harold Ridley was able to have a lens of this material which PMMA (polimetilmetracrilate) made and implanted it in the eye of a human; this was the first experience of a lens implantation inside the eye; since then, the technological evolution so as to substitute the glasses by intraocular lens (IOL) has got no limits. There has been a great advance in the industries that make lens of different materials and functions, of equipments that make it easy the surgeries; surgical techniques more and more efficient and surgeons each time more able. Due to these concepts nobody else wants to wear glasses. Even all of this advanced technology, there are complicated cases of cataract surgery that intraocular lens support is lost. Not implant the intraocular lens is a great complication, making necessary use postoperatively glasses with high degrees from 12 to 13 diopters, causing a poor quality of vision. How to implant a intraocular lens in the eye which does not have the capsule to support it anymore? So as to answer these questions we brought togheter our experience with others surgeons experts in different techniques and wrote a book: "Cataract Surgery - Fixation and Secondary Implants" edited by Elsevier in Portuguese (by now). Either in the literature and also in the ophthalmological practice we noticed that we are able to gather the techniques of lens fixation in eyes without a capsular support in the following groups: Anterior Chamber Intraocular Lens; Fixating the lens at the Iris; Fixating the lens at the sclera.

3.1 Anterior chamber intraocular lens

Anterior Chamber Intraocular Lens is a intraocular lens adapted to the anterior segment and implanted at anterior chamber angle , transition between the corneal and iris. The ease of
implantation is its advantage and the complications are related to corneal decompensation and iris inflammation.

3.2 Fixation of the lens in the iris
Fixation of the lens in the iris has the advantage of using most of the time the same intraocular lens of a regular cataract surgery. Its complications are most related to deviation of the pupil, iris inflammation, subluxation of the lens to fundus of the eye. This technique depends on good condition of the iris are therefore not for all cases.

3.3 Scleral fixation with endoscopy
We preferred the technique of fixation of the lens at the sclera because it can be applied in most of cases and intraocular lens stay closer to original position of the natural lens. Most of its complications like decentration of lens and cistic macular edema are related to incorrect positioning of the lens. These complications can be avoided by choosing the correct technique, its training and application of endoscopic findings. Part of scleral fixation works behind the iris, exactly where the haptics of the lens are fixated at scleral wall. The haptics are tightened by unabsorbable suture, fixating them in the scleral with buried stitches. The difficulty is that the ideal place for positioning and fixating the lens is just behind the iris, on blind area. Many decentrations of lens had unknown causes, and could not be repaired due to lack of visualization. With the advent of the endoscope was first presented by Leon and al. in 1991, allowed us expose the blind region. With the technological advance of the ocular endoscopy in the 90’s it was supposed to be given a solution to this problem to fixate an intra-ocular lens because with the endoscopy it is possible to have a visualization of the region behind the iris. With endoscopy we find the answer of all decentrations of the lens. However we have this visualization difficulty during the execution of techniques of sclera fixation. We observed that to use the ocular endoscopy in the surgery of sclera fixation it is essential that our technique is used: Finger Crafted Technique (Carvalho et al., 2009). Since we started to work with ocular endoscopy (1996), we perform the surgeries of scleral fixation with total visualization of the ciliary body (behind the iris) at the moment of the line passage and we know exactly where the loop of the lens will be positioned. We have observed that the surgeons have had difficulties on the use of the endoscopy to this procedure recently, not because of the device but due to the surgery technique. Using the Finger Crafted Technique the surgeon handles the needle with the fingers and this permits total security and control to the movement in which the line is passed. In this technique, the other hand gets free enabling the use of the Endoscope easily and with practice. In my conclusion, the scleral fixation is not yet a reproductive technique, standardized and safe, not because of lack of the endoscopy, but because of the non-use of a technique that enable the use of the device with practice similar to what happens when the Finger Crafted Technique is used.

3.4 Surgical technique
3.4.1 Materials
The materials used in this surgical technique include a 30.5-gauge needle that is often used for insulin administration as a guide needle. Suture used in this technique is a 9-0 prolene suture with 2 needles of 0.65 mm. A Blumental type of anterior maintainer is used to keep the anterior chamber from collapsing. A hook with a T tip is used as needed during the surgery. The endoscope provides direct visualization of the ciliary sulcus and aids in good positioning of the sutures and the IOL haptics (MicroProbe; Endooptiks, Little Silver, NJ).
In all the other techniques which the needle is held by a needle holder and not by the fingers, at the moment of transfixation of the sclera, it is almost impossible or at least very hard to visualize with the endoscope and pass the line in the desirable local simultaneously. When the needle is handled with a needle holder, in all the moments, the other hand is needed to replace the needle on the needle holder and it is not possible to handle the endoscope. The details of this technique are complete in the link: Sclera Fixation of Posterior Chamber Lens Implant With Ocular Endoscopy—The Finger-Crafted Technique and Embedded Sclera Suture (Carvalho, D.M. & D.M. Jr., 2007).

3.4.2 Method
Together with our book about sclera fixation, there is a DVD with the videos of each surgical technique. Due to the great diversity of cases that need the sclera fixation, we thought it would be better to gather the cases in 14 situations and so 14 videos. As an example: The eyes that are being operated from the cataract and it was not possible to implant the lens at that moment, and the surgeon decides to wait so as to implant a lens in a second opportunity, in these cases the surgical strategy to make the sclera fixation is completely different for a case that comes with an intraocular lens sprained for the vitreous cavity, as it is different to program the sclera fixation in the eyes of people that are carriers of a crystalline bad formation syndrome such as the Marfan or Marchesane etc.

We will describe the Finger Crafted Technique when applied in the surgery of an eye with a good vision potential and a carrier patient of a sprained lens for the vitreous. Let’s imagine a patient that has already been operated of cataract for a while, and scratching the eye, the lens were sprained to the macula. Even having restriction in a case like this, there are several strategic possibilities. Let’s suppose it is a right eye, so we will observe first, what its ocular pressure is. The lens is next to the pupil or it is gathered to the retina? Supposing the ocular pressure over 25mm/hg and the lens next to the pupil we could program:

3.4.3 Preparing the eye to an sclera fixation
With the pupil dilated by eyedrops we make an incision in the conjunctiva in both sides of the eye, next to the EIXO of 3 and 9 hs. The conjunctiva is then folded in 2 equidistant points and the surgeon then performs a 1.5 mm sclerotomy perpendicular to the limbus, starting at 0.5 mm. This sclerotomy should go down almost to the point of reaching the choroid.

![Incision](image-url)
While preparing the surgery table, the assistant surgeon can hand the surgeon the 9-0 prolene suture material, already cut in half, in the 30.5 gauge guide needle (insulin needle). The surgeon will hold the body of the needle with one hand and Mcpherson forceps are used to pass the threat through the bevel until the other end comes out of the base of the needle. This thread is then pulled until it is the same size as the portion not inserted in the needle.

Fig. 10. Preparing the needle and bended needle prepared.

Using his fingers, the surgeon bends the tip of the needle to make it more ergonomic, pushing the eyelids away when the needle is introduced in the eye (fig. 10).

In the temporal limbus, around 7hs we perform a parecentese to the implantation to the chamber maintainer which keeps connected to a balanced salt solution, in a height of 10cm over the eye level so as to keep it with a low pressure. Superior perictomy, opening the conjunctiva in an extension of 6 mm. With the sclera exposed next to the superior limbus an incision is made on the frown (incision as inverted smile) also of 6 mm and it is made a

Fig. 11. Needle introduction.
sclera delamination until we get to the cornea. In this phase, the penetration in the anterior chamber must be only of 2 to 2.50 mm in the middle of the incision even though the dilamination is of 6 mm; This dilamination typical of the incisions used in the cataract surgeries for extracapsulars.

The surgeon introduces the endoscope through the main incision while, with the other hand, he introduces the previously threaded needle for the sclerotomy, which will be monitored as it penetrates the ciliary sulcus. Using the saline solution, placed about 80 cm above the eye surface, connected by the anterior chamber maintainer.

Once the tip of the needle is inserted, the solution is lowered to 10 cm, the endoscope is removed and the needle is presented until it extends beyond the middle portion of the pupil. It is then retracted to loosen the loop of the thread which is found at the end, forming a loose loop. The other hand captures this loop with a hook, removing it from the eye.

The same maneuver is performed on the other side. Therefore, the main incision should be equidistant from the sclerotomy sites, to facilitate the view with the endoscope.

With the prolene made apparently by the main incision, the incision is increased to the 6 mm completing the incision of the delamination previously elaborated.

The folded prolene (loops) are positioned on the side of the incision of the sclera delamination so as not to bother the lens to be taken away (fig. 12).

3.4.4 Correcting the decentred IOL

It is made one more parecentese of 1.50 mm in 2hs and it is introduced by it a hook with a straight holder so as to reach the haptic of the sprained lens in the vitreous. The lens is hold by the hook and it is moved softly and so as to avoid vitreous tractions in the moment of taking the lens we introduce the vitreofagus by the temporal sclerectomy, it is procedure one vitrectomy so as to totally set free the lens.

The lens is brought and kept in the anterior chamber by the hook and with the introduction of another hook by the main incision the function is passed to this new one which pulls and make it exterior the loop of the lens with the help of a spatula until it is taken from the eye (fig. 13).
3.4.5 Implanting the IOL

The chosen foldable, acrylic, monofocal or multifocal IOL in three pieces is placed on a support over the cornea, to prevent contamination. Using those prolens that were resting on the side of the main incision the first haptic is tied with three simple knots and so the lens is twisted and the second loop is also tied the same way (fig. 14).

The anterior chamber is filled with viscoelastic, better if cohesive. In this moment it is closed the entrance of the balanced solution.

Carefully, with the MacPherson forceps the lens is introduced in the eye. In the same moment that it is being introduced, the prolens that go out from the sclerectomy are pulled and held in the first haptic, so as to direct it to the ciliary sulcus.

The first haptic, positioned, the auxiliar will keep it in the same position holding the prolens while the surgeon introduces and put in position the second haptic, using a forceps.
and the holding that keeps it. In this moment sometimes opening the infusion helps in the position of the iol.

After the IOL is positioned, the embedded Sclera Stitch is then put in place with the 2 prolenses from each sclerotomy, which came from the haptics. They are part of the same thread, and one end has been inserted into a needle while the other hasn’t. The needle is then used to place a stitch outwards, on one of the borders, and then an inward stitch, on the other border. At the end, then, the embedded bared stitch is then placed in each sclerotomy. By tying the three single knots, the sclerotomy will be closed, thereby embedding the knots and fixating the IOL. After the prolenses are cut close to the sclera, the knots will tend to go deeper into the scleral incision and the tips will remain inside the sulcus (fig. 15).

![Fig. 15. Final Result of Buried Scleral Suture.](image)

### 3.4.6 Endocyclophotocoagulation

As in this case the ocular pressure is high and, normally it tends to increase with the surgery, it was planned the endocyclophotocoagulation. When we notice that the lens is well stable in the eye we do not use its visualization by the endoscopy.

When the aim is only the photocoagulation:

The endoscope probe is introduced by the temporal sclerectomy and we perform the photocoagulation as it was already described before, reaching all the possible area of the ciliary body, when we use only an sclera incision. Generally we reach over 220 degrees.

After the endocyclophotocoagulation we take out the probe and introduces the vitreofagus through the same incision trying to take out the vitreous that may be held by the loops and that might get closed in the incisions. During the use of the vitreofagus it is necessary that the vial heigh is higher so as to balance the ocular pressure during the aspiration. At the end so as to avoid that the beams stay in the sclerectomy, we reduce the heigh of the vial before we take the vitreofagus and we also apirate the incision very well.

The sclerectomy is closed, the chamber mainteiner is taken, two or three stitches are made in the main incision so as to avoid the astigmatism, the conjunctiva is closed with absorbable prolenses.

The post operatory period is as simple as the cataract surgery post operatory where we generally use antibiotic eyedrops for 8 days, predinisolone eyedrops for 15 days and non hormonal antinflammatory eyedrops for for 30 days applied 4 times a day.
3.4.7 Discussion

The videoendoscopy has a bunch of advantages for the sclera fixation. Before this videoendoscopy the patient and the surgeon used to have some complications such as glaucoma, cystic macular edema, hemorrhage, descentration, IOL inclination without resources for an immediate clear up.

The ocular endoscopy may help us in the implantation procedures of intraocular lens in eyes without a capsular support in several ways. For example:

3.4.7.1 Diagnosis

a. Inspect the retroirian region to identify vitreous beams, SINEQUIAS, and if the loop is positioned correctly in the recess.

b. Inspect the posterior pole about the retinian hemorrhages, crystalline material, sprained IOL and others.

3.4.7.2 Procedure assistance

a. Monitoring the entrance of the needle by the sulcus;

b. Monitoring the vitreofagus point in the retroirian space and posterior pole;

c. Auxiliating in the repositioning of the sprained IOL;

d. Auxiliating in the needle penetration, as a support.

3.4.7.3 Treatment

a. Photocoagulate hemorrhage caused by the needle penetration;

b. Photocoagulate the ciliary processes for the treatment of associated glaucoma;

c. Photocoagulate the retina in the presence of associated retinian hemorrhages.

The penetration of the needle through the sclera monitored by the endoscope makes sure the thread fixation in the ciliary sulcus. It is a practical maneuver and it requires the pressurized eye through a maintainer and a protection with viscoelastic in the anterior chamber. As soon as the needle starts to be transfixated in the sclera, the surgeon stops looking through the microscope and follows through the screen the endoscope image. It is observed the showing of the indentation through the tip of the needle, allowing its redirection to the ciliary sulcus if it shows in a wrong place.

This technique, besides making sure the correct position of the thread in the ciliary sulcus, it permits the photocoagulation of the hemorrhages that may appear due to the needle penetration, observed more frequently, in hypotensive eyes or with an inflammatory reaction sign.

Another resource that this technique propotioned is the possibility of impeding the uveal dislocation, pressing on the sclera the optic fiber itself, working as an opposite point and making it easier the passage of the needle.

With the use of the endoscopy in the sclera fixation it increased the precise to get right the ciliary sulcus during the needle perforation from outside to inside directed by the indentation.

After implanting the lens it is possible to perform a review introducing behind the iris the endoscope probe to make sure that the lens is in the correct position. In the presence of descentration or inclination of the IOL in general we find one of the following alterations: Vitreous beam mixed with the haptic and the thread, the inadequate position in the introduction of the IOL, cortical mass lefts promoting kind of a gear over the haptic, fibrosis, rest of capsule gathered in the iris, dislocation of the knot on the holder and others.
When the haptic, of a sprained IOL is on the peripheral area, positioned in the vitreous basis, it has its access more difficult and for many times being the cause of the vitreous traction and retine tears, even though specific lens for the vitrectomy surgeries are used. The endoscopy may offer a better angle of vision in the retroirian region, with the advantage of dispersating the sclera depression or the exaggerated twisting of the eye.

The third function of the URAM E2 is the application of laser using the endoscopy, very useful in the last cases of sclera fixation, that frequently are associated to the glaucoma and being worse when the conjunctive is already manipulated.

The association of the videoendoscopy with the photocoagulation brought for us practice for the cases of afacic with glaucoma. It is frequent the surgical re-intervention in the eyes which have already being operated due to the cataract and they turn to have glaucoma, mainly the ones that showed a higher ocular pressure. Before the endocyclophotocoagulation we used to avoid the indication for sclera fixation in these cases because we knew that if the glaucoma showed up the consequences would be very hard.
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